Microsoft Teams

A Hub for Teamwork
in Office 365

Bringing You a Chat-Based Workspace
Microsoft Teams brings chat, content, people and tools together,
all in one hub, wherever you are.

Introducing Microsoft Teams—a platform that combines workplace chat, meetings, notes,
and attachments. The service integrates with your Office 365 subscription office productivity
suite, and features extensions that can integrate with non-Microsoft products.

One Place for Conversations, Meetings, & Calls

Collaborate with Integrated Office 365 Apps

Chat privately or as a group, and join meetings with
HD audio and video, all in one place, instead of
multiple apps.

Office apps like Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are
built-in, giving you access to files and tools in
one place, so you stay in your workflow.

Security & Compliance

Tailor Your Workspace

Teams is integrated into Office 365, which means it
features the enterprise-grade security and compliance
you need.

Get notifications and content from services you
care about—Trello, GitHub, Adobe Creative
Cloud, SurveyMonkey, and many more.
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Microsoft Teams

KEY FEATURES

Teams
Allows communities, groups, or teams to join through a
specific URL or invitation sent by a team administrator
or owner.

How Interlink Can Help

Messaging

Teams Roadmap

Within a team, members can set up channels. Channels
are topics of conversation that allow team members to
communicate together. Users can reply to posts with
images, GIFs and custom-made memes.
a Direct messages allow users to send private
messages to a specific user rather than a group

We’ve developed an easy and stress-free process
for moving Teams. Our team walks you through
the steps necessary to help your employees easily
use and adopt Microsoft Teams.

a Consultation
•
•

Calling

Development of a clear vision of your
organizational needs
Advise on which tool is the best fit

a Build deployment roadmap

a Instant messaging
a Voice Over IP (VoIP)
a Video conferencing inside the client software
a Supports audio into conferences

Meetings

•
•
•
•
•

Technical & Security Assessment
Deployment strategy
Configuration and Pilot
Enterprise rollout
Dependencies on other tools

a User awareness and adoption

Meetings can be scheduled or created ad-hoc and
users visiting the channel will be able to see that a
meeting is currently in progress.

•
•
•
•

Teams marketing campaign
Live Training
Video series training
Reference cards

Are you ready to connect on a central hub for teamwork?
Interlink offers multiple ways to help prepare your organization for
Teams, including our Microsoft Teams Workshop & Implementation.

LEARN MORE:
www.interlink.com/teams-workshop
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